This year's commencement puzzle  by Zack Butler

ACROSS
1. 1/1000 (prefix)
6. Ran smoothly, as an engine
12. tats—
16. Sign in a radio station DJ booth
17. Be ambitious
18. Liquid medicines
19. How some people feel about crossword grids?
22. Uno + due
23. Part of a tennis match
24. Pig's home
25. CS dept. employee
26. Sage, e.g.
28. Word before a maiden name
30. Anjou, e.g.
31. Some graduate degrees
32. Take advantage of
34. Raise, as children
36. Cry of some giving up
38. A very timely entry (with 59 Across), just for those referred to in 19 Across
42. Metamophosis' Gregor
43. "Have a ____ day!"
44. The Concorde was one (abbr.)
45. Japanese airline
46. Unusual
48. Pitcher's stat
50. Singer married to Heidi Klum
54. "New Yorker" cartoonist Chast
55. Business's main money man (abbr.)
56. Parts of email addresses
58. Words before carte or mode
59. See 38 Across
60. Perfect place
61. Oil-yielding fruit
62. Appropriate
63. Never in Germany
64. 551, once upon a time
33. Major component of grains
35. Abbr. at the end of a list
37. Temporary beds
38. Portugese ______ (ship and the jellyfish named after it)
39. Mythical tribe of warrior women
40. On the way
41. Protocol for external hard drives
42. French existentialist playwright
47. Run ______ of (get on the bad side of)
49. Weather forecast visual
51. Not go out to dinner
52. Brand name of naproxen
53. A highway may have four or more of these
57. Winter ground covering
60. Game neither won or lost
61. Drunkard
62. Appropriate
63. Never in Germany
64. 551, once upon a time

DOWN
1. One calendar page, often
2. Become accustomed (to)
3. Weaker, as an excuse
4. Womens' ___
5. Enrages
6. Cut and ____
7. Letters following an admiral's name
8. Local classical music group (abbr.)
9. Where we are celebrating today
10. You may need these if you make mistakes in the puzzle
11. River mouth
12. Grp. entertaining the troops overseas
13. Bob Schieffer, e.g.
14. The Emerald Isle
15. One who likes to inflict pain
20. Get for another year, as a magazine
21. "O say can you see...", e.g.
22. Obtains through purchase
29. Human puppet on Sesame Street
30. One recieving a check

23. Some graduate degrees
24. Pig's home
25. CS dept. employee
26. Sage, e.g.
28. Word before a maiden name
30. Anjou, e.g.
31. Some graduate degrees
32. Take advantage of
34. Raise, as children
36. Cry of some giving up
38. A very timely entry (with 59 Across), just for those referred to in 19 Across
42. Metamophosis' Gregor
43. "Have a ____ day!"
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48. Pitcher's stat
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